Nonius Internet Access solution allows internet throughout the hotel using Wi-Fi or cable. This highly
reliable and secure HSIA system lets guests connect seamlessly via any mobile device including laptops,
smartphones, and tablets. Hotels can freely define their service and business models based on bandwidth,
traffic utilization, or time. This way, services can be tailored to meet the hotel and guest profiles. In addition,
the revenue is exclusively for the hotel and not a 3rd party operator. The customizable login portal is designed
to capture the essence of the hotel brand image while promoting its key services.

KEY FEATURES
?
Premium/Free/Event Internet with monitored quality of service
?
Easy to use (zero configuration for the guest) and easy to manage (PMS integrated)
?
Global support lines, 24/7/365 with in-house specialized helpdesk
?
Hotel brand promotion, featuring ads
?
Integration with social networks and loyalty programs
?
Welcome back feature even within the Hotel groups

GUESTS BENEFITS
?
Being able to connect everywhere
?
Wi-Fi and/or wired access
?
High speed, reliable and secure access
?
Easy to use (zero configuration)
?
MAC roaming: guest can roam from one

property to other and be automatically identified
?
Roaming with iPASS for the corporate guests

www.noniussoftware.com

HOTEL BENEFITS
?
Service available for different zones:

?
Availability to create and manage business

guest rooms, public areas and meeting rooms
?
Different portals and profiles per zone
?
A flexible and customized solution
?
Hotel controls the Internet rates
?
Seamless PMS integration
?
Integration with loyalty program

model on the fly
?
Easy to use management tools
?
Reporting tools
?
Technical support
?
Roaming with iPASS for the corporate guests

RELIABLE SERVICE

CUSTOMIZATION

?
High-speed Internet access

?
Login Portal customization with hotel branding

?
Wireless and wired connectivity throughout the hotel

?
Different billing options regarding bandwidth speed, time,

?
Seamless roaming between wired and wireless connection

data limitation

?
Compatible with mobile devices (smartphones, tablets, etc.)

?
Possibility to define the home page and free websites

?
Zero configuration client access

?
Creation of website black-lists

?
Link balancing
?
Remote monitoring , maintenance and support
?
Redundant units available

HOTELIER IS IN CONTROL
?
Tiered Wi-Fi (charged by time,

PAYMENT OPTIONS

bandwidth, data or free of charge)

?
Room billing – Internet services are automatically charged

?
Hotel keeps all Internet revenue

in the room bill
?
Internet vouchers – can be purchased at the hotel
reception
?
Conference vouchers – same login details for an event /
group of people
?
PayPal - online payment using credit card or PayPal
account

?
Hotel can define and generate

their own reports
?
Hotel staff can easily operate
the system through a
management interface
QUALITY OF SERVICE
?
Bandwidth prioritization

SECURITY

?
Link balancing (up to 6 links)

?
Meet legal obligations (lawful interception)

?
Traffic shaping per user and per group of users

?
Seamless integrated LAN and WAN IP network

?
Caching and failover

?
SMS vouchers for visitors

?
VPN support

KEY FEATURES OF THE WGSERVER GATEWAY
?
High availability and reliability appliance
rd

?
3 Party integration (Hotel PMS systems, switching, hotspot gateways)
?
All major AP brands supported (Cisco, Colubris, Engenius, Ubiquiti, Zyxel, …)
?
Comprehensive management interface
?
The utmost advanced traffic management engine in the market
?
Redundancy module

FEATURES

WGS250

WGS20K

WGS20KF

Max simultaneous users

500

7500

20 000

Max aggregated bandwidth

220Mbps

1.2GB/s

3.6GB/s

Max connect. tracking sessions

128K

5M

20M

Memory RAM

1G

2GB

8GB

CPU

Dual Core 1.66GHz

Dual Core 3.5 GHz

Quad Core 3.9 GHz
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